
DEDICATED TO SAFETY
Established in 1956 to manufacture high-quality valves and actuators, PetrolValves is  
now a leading company in its field. Headquartered in Castellanza, Italy, it has over 500 
employees and a global market for its product range. For over sixty years, PetrolValves  
has remained focused on one core purpose – to deliver safe and efficient flow control  
solutions to the oil and gas industry.

ONE SYSTEM ACROSS THE WHOLE BUSINESS 
When PetrolValves acquired and merged several new companies, it compounded an existing 
problem with the way it handled business data. The addition of new data sources from  
these merged companies meant that the ICT department needed to find a way to present  
company-wide data in a way that allowed fast and credible real-time analysis.

These acquisitions came at a time when PetrolValves had already identified the shortcomings 
in its data systems. It was using numerous QlikView apps running directly on top to AS/400, 
with some proprietary staging areas to optimize the overall performances. While migrating 
the ERP from AS/400 to Dynamics, most of these QlikView apps needed to be reviewed in 
the data collection and data modeling tier. The costs of maintaining this approach and the 
manual labor involved were becoming prohibitive, while the time-to-insight was so long as  
to render some analysis out-of-date before it was even delivered.

When it became clear that adding new companies to the business would introduce even 
more complexities, the decision was made to build a better, simpler and more robust system 
that would serve the needs of the entire business far into the future.

A SOLUTION BUILT TO SERVE
It was decided that the way to modernize PetrolValve’s ERP system would be to move from 
IBM AS/400 on-premises to Microsoft Dynamics 365 on Azure. Due to the need to maintain 
historical and certified data, all ongoing new data would exist on Azure, while the existing 
ERP would continue to exist in parallel. 

PetrolValves optimizes data flows by using 
TimeXtender’s Discovery Hub®

A need to modernize while also integrating newly acquired companies set this Italian industrial manufacturer  
on the path towards overhauling its data estate

MANUFACTURING

CUSTOMER BACKGROUND
• Supplier of valves and actuators to  
   the oil and gas industry
• Headquartered in Castellanza, Italy
• www.petrolvalves.com

CHALLENGES
• To find a solution that allows for the  
   analysis of ERP data during transition  
   to a new ERP system 
• To solve the problem of numerous  
   data systems caused by continually  
   adding new data sources from recent  
   acquisitions
• To provide business insight based on  
   trusted and reliable data at an  
   increased pace 

SOLUTION & BENEFITS
• Partnering with SDG Group in Milan 
• Using TimeXtender’s Discovery Hub®  
   as part of a solution that delivers  
   certified data and business KPIs, even  
   when migrating the ERP or merging  
   data from newly acquired companies
• Automation added at every level,  
   providing compliant documentation  
   and data lineage while at the same  
   time reducing manual labor
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Davide Soliani, Head of ICT, 
PetrolValves

     While migrating from 
IBM AS/400 to Microsoft 
Dynamics, Discovery 
Hub® has been, and is 
still now, the only  
stable element that we 
can consider in our data 
estate to get proven 
insights

“PetrolValves knew it wanted data collection, data preparation and data modeling to be 
easy to maintain and GDPR compliant. It also wanted the chosen solution to sit between 
all its data sources and the analytical layer, so that it could deliver a lasting data  
foundation platform for all current and future analytical needs.

The company assembled this shopping list and declared a tender, allowing interested  
system integrators to propose numerous different solutions. Rejected ideas included 
migrating to Microsoft Dynamics 365 then using Power BI, as well as code-based data 
management solutions. 

The proposal that captured their attention, however, came from SDG Group. Based in 
Milan, SDG suggested, and ultimately supplied, a front-end solution based on Qlik that also 
includes TimeXtender’s Discovery Hub®.

PROVIDING STABILITY AND TRACEABILITY
SDG Group’s proposal was successful because out of all the proposals, theirs was the one 
that best promoted the benefits of a data management platform implemented between 
data sources and the analytical layer. With TimeXtender’s Discovery Hub®, PetrolValve’s 
ERP migration is now proceeding smoothly and with confidence. Davide Soliani, Head of 
ICT in PetrolValves, says, “While migrating from IBM AS/400 to Microsoft Dynamics,  
Discovery Hub® has been, and is still now, the only stable element that we can consider in 
our data estate to get proven insights.”

Discovery Hub® has given the company numerous additional benefits and capabilities.  
It provides automated data lineage, as well as a single business language across  
PetrolValves’ entire business. It provides the ability to test and then implement new data 
transformations, automatically documenting these processes without the need for manual 
intervention. 

The high flexibility that Discovery Hub® offers has also stimulated a fresh approach to  
analytics within PetrolValves. By showing teams what is possible, many have gone  
looking at new and imaginative metrics based on the availability of up-to-date,  
company wide data. 

PetrolValves now plans to progressively leverage additional benefits offered by Azure,  
the cloud environment provided by Microsoft. Now that migration to Dynamics 365 is  
complete, Discovery Hub®’s on-premises, Azure-certification and Power BI compatibility 
means that the data infrastructure within PetrolValves is ready to become fully  
Azure-based at some point in the future.

“We had been limited to a single data discovery tool getting data directly from the ERP,” 
says Davide Soliani. “Now we are free to use parallel discovery tools getting certified data 
from a centralized data platform. This also allows us to progressively include new data 
sources without exponentially increasing the complexity of the architecture.”

TimeXtender’s Discovery Hub® 
provides companies with instant 
access to data, enabling them to 
make quality business decisions 
with data, mind and heart.  
Because time matters.

To learn more about Discovery 
Hub® and how the power of  
automation can move your  
business forward, visit: 

www.timextender.com

You’re in good company 

http://www.timextender.com

